Detection and management of milk allergy: Delphi consensus study
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Abstract

Background: There is significant overdiagnosis of milk allergy in young children in some countries, leading to unnecessary use of specialized formula. This guidance, developed by experts without commercial ties to the formula industry, aims to reduce milk allergy overdiagnosis and support carers of children with suspected milk allergy.

Methods: Delphi study involving two rounds of anonymous consensus building and an open meeting between January and July 2021. Seventeen experts in general practice,
nutrition, midwifery, health visiting, lactation support and relevant areas of paediatrics participated, located in Europe, North America, Middle East, Africa, Australia and Asia. Five authors of previous milk allergy guidelines and seven parents provided feedback.

Findings: Participants agreed on 38 essential recommendations through consensus. Recommendations highlighted the importance of reproducibility and specificity for diagnosing milk allergy in children with acute or delayed symptoms temporally related to milk protein ingestion; and distinguished between children directly consuming milk protein and exclusively breastfed infants. Consensus was reached that maternal dietary restriction is not usually necessary to manage milk allergy, and that for exclusively breastfed infants with chronic symptoms, milk allergy diagnosis should only be considered in specific, rare circumstances. Consensus was reached that milk allergy diagnosis does not need to be considered for stool changes, aversive feeding or occasional spots of blood in stool, if there is no temporal relationship with milk protein ingestion. When compared with previous guidelines, these consensus recommendations resulted in more restrictive criteria for detecting milk allergy and a more limited role for maternal dietary exclusions and specialized formula.

Interpretation: These new milk allergy recommendations from non-conflicted, multidisciplinary experts advise narrower criteria, more prominent support for breastfeeding and less use of specialized formula, compared with current guidelines.
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**GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT**
Milk allergy overdiagnosis is common in some regions and can potentially harm mothers and infants. We developed consensus recommendations for safe detection and management of milk allergy in young children. Recommendations aim to safely reduce overdiagnosis and better support breastfeeding women with suspected milk-allergic infants (graphic created with BioRender.com).
1 | INTRODUCTION

Cow’s milk allergy affects up to 1% of European children in their first 2 years. Prescriptions for specialized formula used by bottle-fed infants with cow’s milk allergy have increased in Australia, England and Norway exceeding expected volumes by up to 10-fold.

Milk allergy diagnosis can be difficult, making the condition vulnerable to overdiagnosis—and formula milk company sponsorship of milk allergy guidelines, their authors and healthcare professional education is thought to contribute to milk allergy overdiagnosis. Current milk allergy guidelines appear to promote overdiagnosis by labelling common symptoms of infancy as allergy indicators, and there is concern that guideline recommendations undermine breastfeeding.

We undertook a Delphi consensus study to develop practical guidance for healthcare practitioners working in community and hospital settings on the safe detection and management of milk allergy in children under 2 years old. We specifically addressed the prevention of overdiagnosis or underdiagnosis, supporting breastfeeding women and the role of specialized formula products. We used the Delphi consensus method due to the lack of high-certainty research evidence to guide clinical practice in this field.

2 | METHODS

This Delphi study is reported according to Conducting and REporting DELphi Studies (CREDES) guidance. Detailed methods and the study protocol are shown in the Supplement. Ethics approval was given by the Imperial College Research Governance and Integrity Team (reference 21IC6572) and all participants gave written, informed consent. Throughout this manuscript, “milk” refers to any non-human, mammalian milk such as from cows, sheep, or goats, and “milk allergy” refers to both IgE-mediated and non-IgE mediated milk allergy. In order to define the scope of the Delphi consensus study, we searched Medline and Embase to identify relevant literature including milk allergy epidemiology, guidelines for diagnosis and management of milk allergy, and discussion of milk allergy overdiagnosis.

2.1 | Participants

We identified experts by searching Medline and Embase using MeSH term “Milk hypersensitivity,” asking identified experts to nominate other relevant experts, and contacting experts affiliated with relevant professional organizations including the International Board Certified Lactation Consultants and societies associated with the World Allergy Organization. Inclusion criteria were clinical and/or research expertise in general practice, dietetics, infant nutrition, health visiting, midwifery, lactation support, general paediatrics, paediatric allergy, paediatric gastroenterology, paediatric dermatology, paediatric allergy nursing or food allergy. Exclusion criteria looked at any non- human, mammalian milk such as that from cows, sheep, or goats, and “milk allergy” refers to both IgE-mediated and non-IgE mediated milk allergy. In order to define the scope of the Delphi consensus study, we searched Medline and Embase to identify relevant literature including milk allergy epidemiology, guidelines for diagnosis and management of milk allergy, and discussion of milk allergy overdiagnosis.

Key Messages

- Milk allergy overdiagnosis is common in some regions and can potentially harm mothers and infants
- We developed consensus recommendations for safe detection and management of milk allergy in young children
- Recommendations aim to safely reduce overdiagnosis and better support breastfeeding women with suspected milk-allergic infants

was a recent conflict of interest related to the formula (breastmilk substitute) industry, defined as activities in the previous 3 years or anticipated to occur in the next year. We aimed to include experts from diverse geographical and cultural settings.

2.2 | Study procedure

Through literature review we identified three key questions to address:

1. What aspects of milk allergy detection are important to ensure the condition is not overdiagnosed or underdiagnosed?
2. In a fully or partially breastfed child who has milk allergy, what aspects of management are important to ensure breastfeeding is not undermined?
3. What aspects of milk allergy management are important to prevent unnecessary use of specialized formulas such as amino acid formula, extensively hydrolysed formula, soya or rice-based infant formula?

Formal diagnosis of milk allergy was considered out of scope, so the term “detection” is used for the questions addressed by this manuscript, to indicate that the guidance deals with clinical interpretation of children presenting with different symptoms and signs, rather than the application of formal diagnostic tests such as oral food challenge or skin prick tests for confirmatory diagnosis of milk allergy. We conducted two anonymous electronic Delphi survey rounds followed by an online consensus meeting summarized in the Appendix S1. Delphi questionnaires were piloted among research team members and three independent assessors with expertise in survey methodology, general practice and allergy. Each survey round lasted 3 weeks and used Qualtrics XM electronic software (Qualtrics, London, England). Participants were required to rank the importance of each statement using a nine-point scale. Table S1 shows the approach used to classify consensus as “Essential,” “Recommended” and “No Consensus.” At the independently chaired consensus meeting, participants discussed statements where no consensus had yet been reached and were given the opportunity to comment on statements which had reached consensus. The meeting was recorded and carefully reviewed by the study team to finalize
the recommendations, which were developed into flowcharts to support safe detection and management of milk allergy in children under 2 years. Flowcharts were reviewed and piloted by the participants and also by independent paediatric allergists, community and hospital-based dieters, general practitioners, health visitors and community midwives before being refined and receiving final approval by the participants.

2.3 | External commentary and patient involvement

To include the views of experts who could not contribute due to conflicts of interest, we invited authors of high-profile milk allergy guidelines or awareness tools to comment on the study proposal and again prior to the consensus meeting.11,18,20,21

We invited parents, with experience of cow’s milk allergy diagnosis and management in their child, to comment on the study scope and draft first-round survey and provisional recommendations. We specifically asked whether recommendations captured all early signs of milk allergy in their child, and whether the role of healthcare practitioners in providing support, diagnosis and management including maternal dietary advice and breastfeeding promotion was fully addressed. Feedback from external experts and parents was summarized for the consensus meeting and two parents attended the consensus meeting.

3 | RESULTS

The study commenced on 1st January 2021 and concluded with a consensus meeting on 9th July 2021. Twenty-eight experts from 11 countries were invited, of whom 17 were eligible and agreed to participate (Table S2). All 17 participants completed both Delphi survey rounds; 12 attended the consensus meeting. Five authors of milk allergy guidelines or awareness tools participated in both stages of the external consultation and seven parents provided feedback on at least one stage of the project – four mothers with experience of milk allergy overdiagnosis and three mothers with experience of delayed milk allergy diagnosis in their child. Figure 1 summarizes the outcomes at each stage of the Delphi consensus process. An initial 38 statements were included in the first round, which expanded to 72 statements in the second round, mainly through splitting and adaptation of the original statements. Consensus was reached for 38 “essential” statements, shown in Tables S3–S5 with detailed explanatory notes, and summarized in Figures 2, 3 and 4. There were no “recommended” statements and the remaining statements were removed because of lack of consensus. Four key areas were discussed at the consensus meeting: symptoms suggestive of milk allergy in an exclusively breastfed infant, maternal dietary elimination, infants presenting with blood in the stool and agreed terminology.

3.1 | Milk allergy detection

Recommendations highlight the distinction between acute, delayed or chronic symptoms in relation to milk protein ingestion. For children with acute or delayed symptoms, recommendations highlighted the importance of reproducibility and specificity of symptoms in relation to milk protein ingestion (Table S3; Figure 2). For chronic symptoms without any obvious temporal relationship to milk protein ingestion, recommendations highlighted the distinction between children directly ingesting milk protein and those who were exclusively breastfed (Table S3; Figure 3). Consensus was reached that milk allergy does not need to be considered for changes to colour, frequency or consistency of stool, aversive feeding, occasional spots of blood in stool, nasal or respiratory symptoms, in the absence of a temporal relationship with milk protein ingestion. Exceptions to this were biopsy-proven eosinophilic gastrointestinal disorders or protein-losing enteropathy or, in a child ingesting milk protein, faltering growth or daily visible blood in stools.

Participants reached consensus on recommendations for detecting food protein-induced allergic proctocolitis (FPIAP) in a child with chronic symptoms consuming milk protein (Table S3; Figure 3). Consensus could not be reached on diagnosing FPIAP in an exclusively breastfed infant with recurrent visible blood in the stool. It was acknowledged that many food allergy guidelines consider milk allergy in the differential diagnosis of blood in stools, but participants noted that visible blood in the stool in an exclusively breastfed infant is usually self-limiting, with many possible causes including infection and fissures. A parent highlighted the potential harms of a milk allergy diagnosis in an exclusively breastfed infant with blood in the stools, such as unnecessary or unsupervised maternal dietary elimination. Participants did not reach consensus that severity of crying should trigger consideration of a milk allergy diagnosis. Consensus was reached that milk allergy diagnosis should be considered in a child with reproducible crying after milk protein ingestion. There was consensus that differential diagnoses need to be considered for bile-stained vomiting, faltering growth, blood in the stool, colic and crying.

3.2 | Milk allergy management

Consensus was reached that breastfeeding should be supported in line with World Health Organization23 or local recommendations by signposting to local breastfeeding support and reassuring families that breastmilk is the most appropriate milk for children with or without milk allergy. The only absolute medical contraindication to breastfeeding or use of donor breastmilk is classic galactosaemia.23 The panel commented that carers who make a fully informed decision to use a breastmilk substitute should be supported, and advice about safe formula feeding should be given where needed (Table S4).

Consensus was reached that maternal dietary restriction is not usually necessary to manage milk allergy, but may be supported if mother has noticed a clear relationship between her own dietary...
intake and eczema symptoms in her child, but consensus was not reached for other symptoms (Table S4). The panel reached consensus that maternal dietary restriction may be advised by healthcare professionals in the unusual circumstance of a breastfed infant with faltering growth and protein-losing enteropathy (Table S4). The panel did not reach consensus that healthcare professionals should advise maternal dietary restriction in any other circumstances. The panel reached consensus on a number of important considerations for supporting families who are practicing maternal dietary restriction (Tables 1; S4).

Consensus was reached that specialized formula should not be advised or continued in children who are breastfed or can return to full breastfeeding; for preventing the development of atopic conditions; or for children aged over 12 months with a good, mixed diet and normal growth pattern (Table S5; Figure 4). The panel reached consensus that specialized formula should be used in infants aged under 12 months who require formula milk and have confirmed milk allergy, usually confirmed using history, allergy tests or a trial of elimination and re-introduction. The panel advised that the suitability and safety of using plant-based milk alternatives in a child’s diet should be assessed by a paediatric dietician.

### 3.3 Comparison with milk allergy guidelines

Tables S6–S9 show a comparison between the characteristics and recommendations of this Delphi consensus study and nine leading
Only three guidelines included both primary care and patient representation and only one guideline declared no financial conflicts of interest in relation to the formula industry (Table S6). Consistent with our consensus, five of nine guidelines emphasized the importance of reproducibility in making a milk allergy diagnosis (Table S7). However, only one guideline distinguished between formula fed and breastfed infants in diagnosis, and only one guideline provided differential diagnoses for vomiting, blood in stools or faltering growth (Table S7). In contrast to our recommendations, most guidelines recommended considering milk allergy diagnosis for stool changes, respiratory symptoms or aversive feeding in the absence of a temporal relationship with milk ingestion or a history of faltering growth (Table S7). In contrast to our recommendations, most guidelines recommended considering milk allergy diagnosis for stool changes, respiratory symptoms or aversive feeding in the absence of a temporal relationship with milk ingestion or a history of faltering growth (Table S7). Only two guidelines specified the duration of exclusive and total breastfeeding recommended by WHO, with others not stating the recommendations or stating shorter durations (Table S8). Four guidelines did not explicitly state that breastfeeding or breastmilk is the best milk for infants with milk allergy (Table S8). Guidelines recommended broader indications for maternal dietary restriction than the Delphi consensus, and five guidelines recommended total or strict milk exclusion from mother’s diet, while only one limited the degree of maternal dietary restriction (Table S8).

One guideline recommended using specialized formula in a fully breastfed infant if symptoms failed to respond to maternal dietary exclusion (Table S9), no guideline stated formula is unnecessary after age 1 year, and two recommended specialized formula up to 2 years (Table S9).

### 4 | DISCUSSION

In this Delphi consensus study, we generated guidance which aims to safely reduce milk allergy overdiagnosis and unnecessary use of specialized formula products, and to support breastfeeding women in the context of suspected milk allergy. To our knowledge, this is the first guidance for milk allergy detection and management generated by experts with a wide range of relevant topic expertise, without financial conflicts of interest with formula companies. The guidance differs from previous milk allergy guidelines by stating when symptoms and signs are not likely to be due to milk allergy, so that criteria for milk allergy are more restrictive. This is likely to reduce the risk that normal infant symptoms are labelled as milk allergy. Our consensus guidance also places limits around the settings where healthcare practitioners should advise breastfeeding women.
Milk allergy guidelines have generated controversy due to their potential to promote overdiagnosis and undermine breastfeeding. Analysis of one guideline suggested 74% of infants could be assigned a diagnosis of mild–moderate, and 9% severe non-IgE mediated milk allergy in the first year. Guidelines typically have broad diagnostic criteria covering common symptoms of infancy, and recommend strict maternal dietary exclusions.

Milk elimination diets can be burdensome, and dietary exclusion advice may cause maternal anxiety or depression, weight loss, reduced breastfeeding confidence and early breastfeeding cessation. In some high-income countries, there is up to 10-fold excess prescription of specialized formula for managing milk allergy in formula fed infants which is costly to public health systems. Unnecessary exposure to specialized formula could potentially have deleterious effects for young children, although long-term outcomes have not yet been fully characterized. Such products can affect taste perception and impact growth trajectory, and have been associated with micronutrient deficiencies. Many specialized formula products contain free sugars such as glucose in place of milk lactose, and may thereby increase risk of dental decay and childhood obesity.

Our new consensus guidance provides narrower criteria for identifying milk allergy in young children, by emphasizing reproducibility and specificity of reactions, and setting very limited circumstances in which chronic symptoms without temporal relationship to cow’s milk ingestion might indicate milk allergy.

FIGURE 3 Detection of milk allergy in children under 2 years old with chronic symptoms. Chronic symptoms means symptoms without obvious temporal relationship to milk protein ingestion for example crying, vomiting and eczema. Cow’s milk products include cheese, yoghurt and cream – products made with sheep or goat milk are also relevant due to cross-reactivity with cow’s milk. Faltering growth is slower weight gain than expected for age, gender and current weight of child and has a wide range of causes including insufficient protein/calorie intake. Protein-losing enteropathy is a rare condition characterized by low serum albumin with or without oedema due to intestinal protein loss and has a wide differential diagnosis. Blood in the stool can also be caused by infection, clotting disorders or intestinal abnormalities. Endoscopic biopsy is not usually appropriate for food allergy diagnosis in children due to need for general anaesthetic and frequency of non-specific histological findings, and should only be undertaken in specialist paediatric gastroenterology centres. Milk allergy may be considered as part of the differential diagnosis in an exclusively breastfed child, or child consuming cow’s milk products, in those rare circumstances that biopsy is performed and confirms findings of eosinophilic gastrointestinal disorders associated with non-IgE mediated milk allergy, such as eosinophilic oesophagitis (graphic created with BioRender.com)
There is particular uncertainty about management of rectal bleeding as cow’s milk FPIAP in an exclusively breastfed infant, where the infant is not directly exposed to cow’s milk. In contrast to existing guidelines, our consensus recommendations clearly distinguish between diagnosis of FPIAP in an exclusively breastfed infant, where parent contributions highlighted the potential for harmful consequences when maternal dietary exclusions are advised; and FPIAP diagnosis in children directly consuming cow’s milk protein, where we reached consensus on clinical criteria for considering a diagnosis of FPIAP.

A recent survey of 70 primary care milk allergy guidelines in England found all recommended consideration of non-IgE milk
allergy in constipated infants, and this is consistent with some published milk allergy guidelines. Participants reached consensus that reproducible and specific gastrointestinal symptoms related to milk protein ingestion are a sign of possible milk allergy, and these could potentially include constipation, but in the absence of temporally related symptoms, there was consensus that changes in stool consistency or frequency were not a sign of milk allergy. While some studies have suggested responses to milk exclusion diets in a subset of children with treatment-resistant constipation, most participants in this study felt that the evidence for allergy is limited in patients with these responses. Trial of an exclusion diet may however be considered for children with treatment-resistant constipation who are referred for specialist paediatric gastroenterology assessment. 

WHO breastfeeding recommendations are only referred to by a minority of milk allergy guidelines, but our recommendations align closely with international infant and young child feeding guidance. Maternal decisions on breastfeeding are influenced by maternal confidence, healthcare practitioner advice and ability to resolve feeding difficulties. Our consensus recommendation that breastfeeding is the most appropriate nutrition for children with milk allergy may help to support breastfeeding women in the context of suspected cow’s milk allergy. Our consensus recommendations advise against the initiation or continuation of specialized formula in a child beyond 12 months old with normal growth pattern and nutritionally adequate diet. This contrasts with some published milk allergy guidelines, but is consistent with European Food Standards Agency recommendations, which advise against use of infant formula over 12 months old. Our participants also reached consensus that specialized formula should not be advised for preventing the development of allergic conditions, a practice recommended for several decades but now largely withdrawn from guidelines.

### 4.1 Limitations

Some milk allergy experts could not be invited to participate due to conflicts of interest with the formula industry. We tried to address this by including anonymous comments from authors of guidelines with author conflicts of interest during the consensus process. Parent participation was limited to commentary rather than voting, because the objective of the study was to develop clinical guidance for healthcare practitioners. The parental representatives were a small group and from two countries. It is possible that a more diverse parent panel would have had different perspectives. Our study is not a formal milk allergy guideline, so did not address areas such as interpreting allergy tests or food challenges to diagnose milk allergy, timing of allergic food introduction for primary prevention of milk allergy, interventions to promote breastfeeding, optimal specialized formula selection for use in different settings or oral immunotherapy. In clinical practice, some infant symptoms may improve with specialized formula in the absence of an allergic mechanism. For example, specialized formula can have physiological effects such as early satiation that may change infant symptoms. For this reason, some practitioners and carers may still wish to try a specialized formula in case there are physiological effects which relieve infant symptoms. However, it should be noted that development and regulatory approval of specialized formula has largely been in the context of supporting adequate nutrition and avoiding symptoms of milk allergy, rather than for any physiological effects on common infant symptoms unrelated to milk allergy.

### 5 Conclusions

These new consensus recommendations on the safe detection and management of milk allergy in children under 2 years aim to reduce harms associated with milk allergy overdiagnosis. Implementation of this new guidance may better protect young children and their caregivers from receiving an inappropriate diagnosis of milk allergy or specialized formula prescription, and from advice which may undermine breastfeeding. However, further work is needed in order to formally evaluate the safety and effectiveness of using this guidance to prevent milk allergy overdiagnosis in practice.
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